An island holiday in Botswana!
Did you know that you could have an island holiday in the middle of Botswana?
Gomoti Plains Camp and Gomoti Private are situated on an island overlooking the magnificent Gomoti floodplains.
During high flood season, the only way to reach camp is on this fascinating wooden single-track bridge.

Gomoti Plains Camp and Gomoti Private are located in the most iconic of all African Safari destinations – The Okavango
Delta. A UNESCO world heritage site, this unique inland waterway system forms an everchanging mosaic of islands,
narrow channels and waterways that are home to an eclectic mix of animals, birds and insects.
These Camps are all about location location location! Here guests can enjoy the luxury of staying in a private
concession, Gomoti Private Concession, which means the ability to enjoy this pristine wilderness whilst sharing it with
very few other visitors and vehicles.
This low impact style of safari ensures that whether you are viewing game along the waterways in a mokoro, by a
flatbottomed boat, on foot or on the back of an open safari vehicle, your wildlife experience will be breathtaking.
Breathtaking in that you could be sat on your deck or wandering down for lunch and also encounter fascinating wildlife.
You are in their world and as soon as you arrive at Gomoti Plains Camp or Gomoti Private you can sense this.
There is a genuine respect and love by all of the staff for this incredible part of the Delta that they are custodians of.
This passion threads its way throughout the camps and cannot fail to rub off on the guests and their safari experience.
The game in this part of the Delta is phenomenal and with winter in full swing now, the vegetation is thinning as the
dry season kicks in. This makes it easier to spot the elusive cats, who can be a challenge to pinpoint, while game such
as zebras, impala and wildebeest can been seen in big herds on the floodplains. Large journeys of giraffes are
frequently spotted close to Gomoti Plains Camp, breeding herds are often spotted from the camp’s main area,
wallowing in the mud and there was a particularly unforgettable sighting one evening of lions swimming across the
river into camp illuminated by the moon! MAY GOMOTI SIGHTINGS REPORT

If you are looking for an intimate eco-luxury camp within the Okavango Delta then look no further. Gomoti Plains
Camp comprises of 10 suites (2 of these are family suites) and Gomoti Private ensures an even greater level of intimacy
and privacy as this camp will only take a maximum of 6 guests – perfect to be taken over exclusively.
Both Camps continue with the trademark Machaba Safaris ethos – a combination of the authenticity of the past, the
comforts of today and a future-thinking eco-awareness – eco-luxury at its finest.
If you would like to book guests to Gomoti Plains Camp or Gomoti Private or any of the Machaba Safaris Camps, please
contact Wendy on enquiries@machabasafaris.com. For more information go to www.machabasafaris.com or view
special offers HERE

